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ROBERT CARL RAHM, OF WYOMISSING, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR TO BERKs, ENGI 

NEERING COIIPANY INC., OF READING, PENNSYLVANIA, A coRPor ATIONoF. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 

LACE-BRAIDING MACHINE. 
Application filed December 5, 1919. Serial No. 342,664. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that i, RoBERT CARE, RAHIM, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Wyomissing, in the county of Berks and 

5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Lace 
Braiding Machines, of which the following 
is a specification. 
My invention relates particularly to lace 

10 braiding machines, and consists in improved 
carrier-drive mechanism, therefor as here 
inafter fully described in connection with 
the accompanying drawings and clearly de 
fined in the subjoined claims. 

5 
machine showing three adjacent intersecting 
race-circles with my improved rotary quoits 
and an engaged carrier base in position. 

Fig. 2 is a corresponding sectional eleva 
20 tion mainly on the line 2-2 of Fig.1. 

Figs. 3 and 4 are sectional plan views on 
the lines 
Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view on the lines 5-5 
of Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4. . . . . . - . . . 25 

view of the clutch lever and stop device. 
The drawing illustrates the application of 

my invention to a simple form of so-called 
“single-thread” lace braiding machine in 
which a carrier is intermittently swung a 
half revolution in each of a series of inter 

30 

secting race - circles which are grouped 
35 around a braiding center and provided with 

a rotary carrier-engaging plate or quoit in " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
y s . . . . . Each of the quoit parts 25, 25, is sepa each race-circle. 

The arranging of these intersecting race 
circles in a curved series, as indicated in 
Fig. 1, results in the formation in each race 
circle of a shorter inner race-way arc 10, 
and a longer outer arc. 11; and an important 
feature of my invention consists in employ 

40 

ing a carrier-engaging quoit, comprising 
separate parts having not only a joint ro 
tary movement, but also a limited relative 

45 

movement which enables the automatic neu 
tralizing of this difference in the race-circle 
arcs. The invention further consists in the 

50 improved clutch-control drive mechanism 
hereinafter fully described. 

Between the top plate 15 and bottom plate 
16 extend the usual series of race-circle posts 

Fig.1 is a plan view of a portion of a lace 
10; the opposite arcuate arms of each plate. 
portion which are bounded by the arced 

3–3 and 4-4 respectively of 

lower end of each carrier is formed with a 

tion 35. 

17, upon which are mounted the continuously 
rotated drive gears, 18, 18. Each of these 
gears is thrown into connection with its . . . 
carrier engaging quoit by means of a clutch . . . 
mechanism, which in the construction indi cated, provides for axially moving the gear 
itself by means of an engaging clutch arm or 60 
lever 20 carried by a pattern-operated clutch . 
bar:21. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : The two quoit parts shown comprise ap- . . 
proximately half-circle plate portions, 25, . . . . 
25", having meeting edges which are radial 65 . . . . 
but which depart from a common diametral 
line so as to leave a gap 26 between them * , , , , 
equal to the difference between the lengths . . . . 
of the Outer and inner race-circle arcs 11 and 

70 . . . . . . 

55 . . 

carrier-engaging recess 30, being each equal, 
as shown, to one-half of the shorter inner 
arc 10 of the race-circle; so that when the 
two plate portions are set in a race-circle 75 
with the gap 26 between them as shown to : 
the left in Fig.1, they extend the full 
length of the long outer arc 11 as well as of . . . 

Figs. 6, 7 and 8, 9 are detail views of the 
two quoit parts; and Fig. 10 is a separate 

the shorter inner arc 10, while the recesses 
30, 30 complete the adjoining circles. The 80 

flanged race-way shuttle portion 31 of len. ... 
ticular cross-section having opposite con 
vex lines corresponding with the similarly . . . . 
curved walls of the race-circles and of a 
recess. 30, so that the engaged carrier is . 
maintained in fixed radial relation to each 
center around which it is traversed, and al 
ways has extended wall contact. . . . . . . . . ; 

90 
rately mounted on its post 17 so as to be . . . . . . capable of an independent rotary move- .." 
ment sufficient to openior close the gap 26 as adjacent plate portions are successively. 
swung close to the outer race-circle arc. 1195 
or the inner arc 10; the part 25 having spaced-apart post-encircling band portions 
35, 35, and the part 25 a similar band por 
When the drive gear 18 is raised by the 100 

clutch lever 20, its clutch tooth 41 strikes a . . . 
tooth 42 or 43 of a quoit part 25 or 25 as 
the case may be, so as to first turn such part 
alone with the gear until the gap 26, is closed, 
and then turn both parts until such joint 105. . 
rotation is automatically stopped after a 
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half revolution. This automatic stopping 
is effected by means of a lateral projection 
45 on the fixed post 17, which is arranged 
to engage a cam projection 46 on the rotat 
ing gear So as to positively force the latter 
out of driving engagement with the quoit; 
and this automatic clutch-disengaging 
movement is made to also effect the lock 
ing of the stopped quoit parts in proper 
rest positions, by providing the clutch lever 
20 with a lock member 50 arranged to enter 
the gap 26 between the quoit parts when 
the gear is disengaged from the latter. This 
lock member 50, after it has been raised by 
the pattern operated bar 21 carrying with 
it gear 18, rides upon flange portions 27, 27 
of the turning quoit parts so as to hold said 
gear in upper position for a determined 
time; and when it is lowered by the auto 
matically effected disengaging movement of 
the drive gear 18 occupies the gap 26 so as to 
insure the proper relative positioning of the 
quoit parts while at the same time properly 
stopping and holding them. 
My parted quoit construction effects a 

great improvement in the operation of the 
machine, and provides for positive control 
and guidance of the carriers; and the quoit 
operating mechanism is at all times posi 
tively actuated and controlled. The par 
ticular application of my improvements, and 
the detail construction specifically set forth, 
may be readily varied within the Scope of the 
invention as defined in the claims. 
What claim is: 
1. In a lace braiding machine having 

a circularly arranged series of intersecting 
race-circles, rotary quoits in said race 
circles each comprising relatively movable 
carrier-engaging parts having opposite arc 
luate portions equal to one half the inner 
are of its race-circle. 

2. In a lace braiding machine having a 
circularly arranged series of intersecting 
race-circles, rotary quoits in said race-circles 
each comprising carrier engaging parts ca 
pable of relative rotary movement equal to 
the difference between the outer and inner 
race-circle arcs. 

3. In a lace braiding machine having a 
circularly arranged series of intersecting 
race-circles, rotary quoits in said race-circles 
each comprising carrier engaging parts ca 
pable of relative rotary movement equal to 
the difference between the outer and inner 
race-circle arcs, and a quoit engaging stop 
adapted to lock said parts against relative 
rotary movement. 

4. In a lace braiding machine having a 
circularly arranged series of intersecting 
race-circles, rotary quoits in said race-circles 

1,446, 27 

each comprising two carrier engaging parts 
capable of relative rotary movement equal 
to the difference between the outer and inner 
race-circle arcs. 

5. In a lace braiding machine having a 
circularly arranged series of intersecting 
race-circles, rotary quoits in said race-circles 
each comprising two carrier engaging parts 
capable of Irelative rotary movement equal 
to the difference between the outer and inner 
race-circle arcs, and a quoit engaging stop 
adapted to lock said parts against relative 
rotary movement. 

6. In a lace braiding machine having a 
circularly arranged series of intersecting 
race-circles, rotary quoits in said race-circles 
each comprising two approximately half 
circle carrier-engaging parts capable of rel 
ative rotary movement in having contiguous 
arcuate portions jointly equal in extent to 
the inner race-circle arc. 

7. In a lace braiding machine, a race 
circle quoit comprising jointly and rela 
tively rotatable parts each having a carrier 
engaging disc portion and a post encircling 
sleeve portion. 

8. In a lace braiding machine, a race 
circle quoit comprising two jointly and rela 
tively rotatable parts each having an ap 
proximately half circle carrier-engaging disc 
portion and a post encircling sleeveportion. 

9. In a lace braiding machine, a race 
circle carrier-engaging quoit comprising 
jointly and relatively rotatable parts. 

10. In a lace braiding machine, a race 
circle carrier-engaging quoit comprising 
two jointly and relatively rotatable parts. 

11. In a lace braiding machine, a race 
circle carrier-engaging quoit comprising two 
jointly and relatively rotatable parts, a 
clutch-controlled drive gear adapted to en 
gage and disengage one of said parts and a 
clutch lever adapted to lock said parts 
against rotation when said gear is dis 
engaged. 

12. In a lace braiding machine, a race 
circle carrier-engaging quoit comprising 
two jointly and relatively rotatable parts, 
a clutch-controlled drive gear, and a clutch 
lever arranged to lock said quoit against 
rotation and to release the same. 

13. In a lace braiding machine having a 
Series of overlapping race-circles, rotary 
quoits in Said circles each comprising rela 
tively rotatable parts each of which has an 
edge portion recessed to the curvature of an 
adjacent race-circle, and carriers having 
oval-section shuttle portions corresponding 
with said recesses. 

in testimony whereof affix my signature. 
ROBERT CARL RAHIM. 
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